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In this final article, it will tell about the most interesting tasks 1 part of the history associated with the
card and knowledge in the field of culture, and will also reveal all the secrets and features of
successful preparations for them.

I Map as a source of knowledge

The tasks on the map themselves were introduced in history relatively recently and immediately
caused a lot of difficulties. But let's ask again the usual question for us: is it all scary?

So, to the tasks of 13-16 you will be provided with a card on which events of a certain historical
period will be depicted. For convenience, it is possible to conditionally divide all existing ones in Kim
cards into 3 groups:

Maps on military actions or battles (the probability of meeting them can be estimated at 85%). This
is the most popular type of cards on which any battle or war will be shown schematically (you can
understand the shooters that move to each other).

Cards on socio-economic reforms and processes (they account for about 10%). In my opinion, this
type of cards can be called the most difficult thing: industrial facilities, sown areas, fairs and so on
will be depicted on it. For example: a map according to the results of a Stolypin agrarian reform or a
map of the socio-economic situation in the XVII century, which can be easily recognized by plants
and fairs.

Cards on expeditions and geographic discoveries (only 5%). The most rare type of cards. In
essence, they can be listed on the fingers of one hand: the development of Siberia, the expetence of
Dejnev and Khabarova, the development of Central Asia, the Bering Expedition. Their complexity is
that many during the preparation simply neglect them and forget to learn.

So, the tasks 13-15 on the map are pretty simple: in each of them you will be asked only one
question or by event on the map, or related to the geographical object / name of the commander /
year of the army of the existence of a allocated state page on the numbers marked on the map
itself. The main secret here is that it is necessary to be ready for the question emerging beyond the
period. Classic example: Map for the Patriotic War of 1812, on which the number 3 marked the
mouth of the Neva. Here in most students and some confusion occurs. It is involuntarily configured
to questions on the period, but the question is waiting for it at all on him: what an ancient trading
path started in the place indicated by the number 3. Answer: The way from the Varyag in the
Greeks. Suddenly, right? However, this has recently been found in the tasks to the map completely
and close, therefore it is necessary to be ready.
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We turn to the task 16. In it you have to choose from 6 suggested judgments of 3 faithful.
Judgments will either also be associated with marks on the map, or with the events of war / reform /
expedition.

Naturally, it is impossible to memorize all the cards by heart, but there are several non-hard ways to
remember as much as possible. During his exam preparation, make your slogan phrase: a
map-source of knowledge. Try each studied period / event immediately reinforce the visual card and
slowly learn to tell the events on it, repeat them yourself exactly on the map! without textbooks and
tables


